Models are proposed for the heavy particles with long life which are introduced in explaining experimental data on the delayed showers in the extensive air shower with the primary energy above 10 15 eV. By assuming these particles to be leptons possible models are discussed. The leptons are taken as decay products of hadrons that are produced by a strong interaction of the primary reaction. It is shown that the existence of heavy leptons and their parent particles gives reasonable solutions to the conspicuous changes reported in cosmic ray experiments above 10 15 eV. § 1. Introduction
In recent years, there are accumulations of data on the extensive air showers (EAS) with the primary energy above lOis e V and these data show characteristic features as compared with the lower energy region. Various experiments on the longitudinal development of EAS indicate that the air showers develop more rapidly in comparison with simple extrapolations from results of accelerator experiments. There are two possible interpretations: One is that primaries of EAS are heavy nuclei 1)-3) and the other is that inelasticity increases at lOis e V as well as the multiplicity.4) By the observations of hadronic components in EAS the multiplicity has been shown to become large as Pr increases. 5 ), 6) In EAS with size N e ~ 105 the total number of high energy hadrons above 100 Ge V is about a factor of 2 ~ 3 lower than the value expected from calculations by the scaling model and mixed composition; increase in the content of iron group nuclei in the primaries does not improve the situation.7) Furthermore, we have the following experiments: A salient change is observed in the age parameter of EAS at 10 17 eV. 8 ) There are penetrating showers observed as anomalous bursts in the underground experiments. g) Above lOis e V air showers are accompanied with the delayed showers. 1O ) -13) We have analyzed the data on the delayed showers and obtained the following results: 12 )- 13) There are events with large energy and large delay time, which may be interpreted as the existence of heavy particles. The data on the frequency and the lateral density distributions seem to suggest that the delayed showers are caused by decay products of the heavy particles rather than by their strong interactions with air nuclei. At least two different particles are necessary to explain the delay in the energy region lOis ~ 10 16 eV and the region 10 17 ~ 10 18 eV. The particles have been termed as I; and (j respectively.
From the experimental data we have estimated the mass and the life time of these particles as follows: For the I; particle M, = 40 ~ 60 Ge V / c 2 with life time 0.8 x 10-6 sec, and for (j 1 TeV/c 2 <MO"<14 TeV/c 2 with life (1.0~3.5)xlO-6 sec. The large frequency of the delayed showers suggests that I; and (j are produced as decay products of particles which are created by strong interactions of the primary reactions. The heavy particles with long life are new category of particles that have not been observed by the accelerator experiments. In this paper we assume that sand (J particles are heavy leptons and propose models for these particles.
So far as the frequency of the delay is concerned, it may be possible to explain the data in the energy region 1013~1015 eV by taking heavy primaries into account, 40~60 % of iron group nuclei. 14 ) According to this standpoint the salient changes in cosmic rays observed at 10 15 eV and 10 17 eV are to be understood by attributing to the changes in the composition of the primary particles. In this paper we take a different point of view; the changes in cosmic rays suggest new phenomena in reactions of elementary particles.
The organization of this paper is given as follows: In § 2, we give models for sand
We propose four types of models. It is shown that the delayed showers may be explained as semi-Ieptonic decays of these particles. In § 3, properties of the parent particles are discussed. In § 4, we show that the changes in the development of EAS at 10 15 eV and lO17 eV may be understood as the opening of channels for the parent particles of sand (J. Section 5 is devoted to general discussions. § 2. Models for !; and (J particles
We propose models for sand (J particles by assuming that these particles are heavy leptons with the life of order lO-6 sec. The models are classified according to their decay properties into two types, I and II. (I) sand (J particles decay by violating conservation of particle numbers such as the electron, muon and tau meson numbers. (II) The particle numbers are well-defined and conserved in the decay processes.
Many kinds of sand (J particles exist such as Se, S", Sr, (Je, (J" and (Jr together with associated neutrinos. To these particles the electron, muon and tau meson numbers are assigned. We have families of leptons (e, ))e, fl, ))", r, ))r), (Se, )),e, S", ))'p' Sr,)).,) and ((Je, ))<1e, (J", ))<1", (Jr, ))<1), which will be termed as e, sand (J categories respectively. Each model may be refined in accordance with the neutrino mass: (A) Neutrinos are nearly massless. (B) Neutrinos are heavy and decay into hadrons that are observed as the delayed shower. We shall denote the models such as lA, IB, IIA and lIB according to the criterions given above. Before discussing details of the models we remark that there must be particles called fire balls hereafter, which produce copious hadrons so as to cause the rapid changes in the development of EAS at 10 15 eV and 10 17 eV. 4 ).S)
In model IA hadrons produced by strong interactions ofll,andll<1with air nuclei may be taken as the fire ball. In modelsIBand II sand (J particles are regarded as fire balls if they decay promptly, with life less than the order of lO-9 sec, because hadrons may be generated in large numbers from semi- where mp and M, are masses and C and C, are the Fermi coupling constants for the /l and I; particles respectively. The experimental data for the I; particle life time leads to the condition CdC=3.4xlO-7~<3.4xI0-7, where r, is the branching ratio for the I;
particle /J decay and the life time is taken as fo = 0.8 X 10-6 sec. In the same way we have an upper bound for the (J particle Fermi coupling constant: C,,/ C = 10-20 ;r;;:-< 10-20 , where r" is the branching ratio for the (J particle with the life time being taken fo = 2.3 X 10-6 sec.
In model I the /J decays of I; and (J particles take place via super-weak interactions. Thus I; and (J may be particles of a family different from the electron, muon and tau meson.
In this model the delayed showers are produced as consequence of the semi·leptonic decays I;->l(vl)+hadrons and (J->l(vl)+hadrons in which the electron, muon and tau meson numbers are violated. Accordi~gly, we have the decay process /l->e+r through the virtual I; particle. Neglecting numerical constants, we may give the order of magnitude for the decay rate as follows:
where a is the fine structure constant. By using the upper bound for CdC we have r(/l->e+r) /r(/l->all)<7X10- 16 , which is much smaller than the experimental value.
Let us now discuss model II. We assume that the particle numbers are conserved in this model and that intra-category transitions take place through weak bosons and inter· category transitions are caused by category mixing. Let the mixing be represented by a unitary matrix (aij),
where the mixing matrix is taken common to the particles belonging to the same category; (2·2) is used for the neutral leptons. We approximate (aij) as follows:
The intra-category transition is now assumed to be given by the interaction Lagran· gian where Wp(T) and Zp(T) are charged and neutral weak boson of the category r respectively and jP( W(T)) and jP(Z(T)) are corresponding weak currents, and gW(T) and g/T) are coupling constants. The currents are expressed in terms of the lepton fields before mixing (t, 1;/, (J/). The inter-category transitions are now given by rewriting (2·4) in terms of transformed leptons via (2·2) and (2·3). To investigate semi·leptonic decays of I; and (J particles we restrict ourselves to transitions into the electron category. In the lowest order in the mixing parameters we may only take account of the contributions from the electron category in (2) (3) (4) . By using the Weinberg and Salam Lagrangian, we have (2) (3) (4) (5) Here (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) and
where ;"/' and j"( y) are given as follows:
and (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) with I denoting e, f.1 or r. Superscripts are suppressed for the weak bosons in case they are restricted to the ordinary weak bosons of the electron category.
Let us now evaluate the inter-category mixing parameters by calculating semileptonic decays of sand <5 particles illustrated in Fig. 1 . The decay amplitudes may be related to experiments in e+ e-colliding beam reaction through the weak bosons.1 5 ).16) Let the hadronic currents be Ph)". The decay width is expressed as summation over possible hadronic states j, 
and for M, > Mil' we may perform the narrow width approximation and obtain (2·13) With this value of c we calculate the life time of the s particle which is summa· rized in Table I . The parameter 0 that gives the mixing between the electron and (] categories are calculated in the same way. By taking the life time and mass of V<1, the delayed particle in model lIB as 2. value of the decay rate into single pion suggests that copious pions are produced by the v, decay. As we do not have experimental data on the pion multiplicity in the energy region of v, or S mass, we quote here the QCD calculation for charge multiplicity from e+ ereaction :20) for IS =50 GeV, (nCh)QCD::::: 16, for IS =80 GeV, (nCh)QCD::::: 20 and for IS = 150 GeV, (nCh)QCD:::::30, where IS denotes the center of mass energy for e+ e-system. Therefore, about 10~20 charged pions are created from the decay of v, and 20~30 charged pions from S particle. If we may apply the QCD calculation for the energy region of (] particle, we have (nch):::::70, where the (] particle mass is taken as 1 TeV /c 2 •
These values of charge multiplicity are sufficient to regard sand (] particles as fire balls if they decay rapidly.
To conclude this section we remark on the mass of fi, in model II. In EAS there are events with large transverse momentum although the frequency is not very large. As we shall discuss in § 4, the large iJT phenomena may be attributed to fi, but not to the S particle because of the frequency. This suggests that the Q value of the decay fi,--> S + i7, is small and we have M",:::::M,+Mv ,. § 3.
Intra-category transition
We have investigated the decays of sand (] particles into the ordinary hadrons and leptons via the category mixing. In this section we restrict ourselves to model II and The decay width for II,-> 1;+ v, is now given as follows:
where p is the I; particle momentum in the rest system of II"
In our model of EAS we assume that II, is produced by the strong interaction of the primary reaction and decays into I; and v, from which air showers develop. It is, therefore, necessary that II, decays promptly; r(II,->I;+v,»h/rcwith rc~1O-6 sec. We take r c = 10-9 sec and the masses of I; and II, small within the conditions given in § 2 and give a condition on the Fermi coupling constant of the I; category.
Model IIA
We take the masses of v"l;e and 1;" as follows: Mv, =0, M,e=50 GeV le 2 and M,p =90 GeV I e In model IIA, (Jf' decays rapidly into ilrs and acts as a fire ball and (Je may be observed as a delayed particle. If copious ill' are produced from the decay of (J particle, we may have plenty of pions in explaining the change in the development of EAS at 10 17 eV.
In EAS above 10 15 eV there are phenomena with large transverse momentum PT<100 GeV /e with the frequency of 10-
The frequency increases with energy.21) In our model the large PT phenomena may be attributed to ill' but not to the?; particle that acts as a fire ball. If the?; particle has PT of order 100 Ge V / e, the frequency of events with large PT becomes too large because of a property of the decay. The frequency of large PT may be explained by assuming that ill' has an average value of <PT>~10 GeV/e when it is produced and that the probability of having PT is given by the Poisson distribution. The increase in the frequency may be explained as an increase of ill' with the primary energy.
As has been mentioned in § 2 the Q value for the decay ill' -> ?; + ill' is not large so that ?; We have proposed four types of model to explain the delayed showers observed in cosmic rays above 10 15 eV. With recourse to these models we are able to explain the phenomena in EAS mentioned in § 1: The rapid changes in the development of EAS observed at 10 15 eV and 10 17 eV are understood as opening of new channels for II,; and nO', the parent particles of heavy leptons. Copious production of pions from the semi-Ieptonic decays may be observed as the increase in the pion multiplicity or inelasticity.
In cosmic rays there are phenomena observed as a disintegration into two jets,9).ZZ).Z3) which may be interpreted as a two-body decay of a heavy lepton into a resonance and an ordinary lepton. A decay of a heavy lepton with long life, I; or v, -> l + a resonance, may be observed as the two jet phenomena. As has been shown in §2, the decay rate is at most 2 %, even if we take account of resonances up to the mass of 1.6 Ge V / c Z . The deep underground experiment suggests that the two jet decay is not a rare event. If the decay rate is actually large for the particle with mass around 50 Ge V! c 2 , one may expect that a resonance exists with a mass of order a few tens of Ge V / c Z . For the heavy lepton with short life, 1;1' and possibly I;e in model II, we have the following decay modes: (a) I; -> Vi + w, W -> hadrons and (b) I; -> l + zo, Zo -> hadrons. As has been shown in § 2, the I; particle mass should be greater than the weak boson mass so that it may decay promptly and play the role of a fire ball. If the mass is greater than that of ZO, the decay mode (b) may be observed as a two jet decay. In Table I we give the decay rate as a function of I; mass. If the Q value for the process I; -> l + Zo is not very large, the produced hadrons from ZO may not have a large transverse momentum. Then the particle with short life is similar to the gemini on reported in Ref. 21) except for the mass.
To explain the large frequency of delayed showers in the (j region,13) a large fraction of (j or VO' should be produced with small Lorentz factor. The parent particle nO' is desired to be fairly long life and loses energy before its decay by nuclear reaction with air nuclei so as to create the (j particle with small Lorentz factor. By the nuclear interactions multiple pions and n, may be produced which also contribute to the development of EAS.
We have examined four types of models to explain the phenomena in EAS above 10 15 eV. We find that model II is superior to model 1. Type B model, where the delayed particles are taken to be neutral, seems to be favored as compared with type A because the former gives an explanation for the penetrating showers observed in the underground experiment. To conclude this paper we remark that by model lIB we get reasonable solutions to the other structures of EAS for which disagreements have been reported between the theory and experiments. We shall discuss in detail the structures of EAS in connection with the delayed shower in a succeeding paper.
